Introduction
I t seems likely th at any general theory of compressible flow applicable to problems with regions both of sub-and supersonic flow (such problems have been called 'trans-sonic') must be based on the 'hodograph transformation' (due originally to Molenbroek 1890 and Chaplygin 1904) . This is because in the hodograph plane, in which the independent variables are the magnitude and direction of the velocity, the equations of motion are linear; while in the physical plane they are not even approximately linear for trans-sonic problems.
But the hodograph transformation presents difficulties quite apart from those of applying suitable boundary conditions. It has in fact singularities, notably near the sonic speed and the velocity at infinity. This fact considerably elaborates its use. In the present paper a study is initiated of the application of the hodograph trans formation to trans-sonic problems by considering the steady plane adiabatic flow of a gas in symmetrical channels in which the velocity rises from zero at infinity on the left to a supersonic value at infinity on the right; this is a problem easier to begin on than those with a body inside the field of flow, which are known in practice to involve shock-waves and hence regions of non-adiabatic flow.
It is found that in part of the hodograph plane the potential and stream function are three-valued functions, though one-valued in the remainder. The two parts are divided by a curve independent of channel shape, and all the streamlines touch this curve in the hodograph plane. The three-valued region is entirely supersonic, and the dividing curve is a singularity of the transformation.
This and other properties of the transformation are investigated in detail here, together with the problem of deducing a channel shape from a given axial velocity distribution. Certain important qualitative results are first established by expansion in series in the physical plane; this method of presentation has been adopted because the results obtained, so far as they go, carry more complete conviction and give greater physical comprehension of affairs than corresponding investigations in the elusive hodograph plane.
Channels of the type under review are actually used in 'two-dimensional' super sonic wind-tunnels of the ' induced-flow ' type. The practical requirements are that they should be short and that the velocity should increase steadily on every stream line; shock-waves and large boundary-layer growth should both be absent in such [ 323 ] a tunnel, because on both the curved and the flat walls the velocity gradient is everywhere positive. The conclusions of the theory are applied to the design of such a channel in the Appendix.
' Physical plane 5 theory
All the velocities are scaled down so th at the maximum velocity (attained at zero pressure) is unity. Bernoulli's equation then becomes 1^,2 + ^ _ y _ py-i = i ? or Po y 1 where w is the velocity, p the density, y the adiabatic index, and p0 and p0 the pressure and density at a stagnation point. The equation of motion for the potential < j) can be written fiyy) ( whence, equating coefficients of powers of y,
(1 -z ; 2) (fi + 12/ a) -(2/;/;+ 4 /1 ) ( / ; + 2/,) = ^z n C /o 2/ r + 2 / ; / ; / 0 '+ 8 / y 1/;
of which the wth equation contains / n on the left-hand side with coefficient 2n{2n -1) (1 -/o2), and nowhere else contains a n y /o f suffix as large as n. I t follows th at the equations enable us to determine each/n uniquely when/ 0 is given; and that, in any range of x in which / 0 and all its derivatives are bounded and continuous and the upper bound off'Q is less than unity, each/w and all its derivatives are also bounded {qua function of x) and continuous. (It is noticed th at to give/0(;r) is to give the axial velocity distribution,/^^).) In this section it is proposed to concentrate on the behaviour of the flow near the sonic line, where the singularities in the hodograph transformation arise. An approxi-mate equation for the sonic line is obtained as follows. For the sonic speed we have wz = dp I dp = {PoPo7)7Py~1-Hence from (1) = ( y -l)/(y + 1). But
= (r -i) /( r + i)
implies /o2 + % 2 /o /i + % 2 /! + < % 4) = ( y -l ) / ( y + l ).
H ence/02 = (7 -l)/(y + 1) + 0(y2) . But from (4) fi = /o (~3 y/o2 -1) / 2( l -/o2)-
Hence / x = 0(y2) on the sonic line and
Here could be replaced (neglecting f'f -(y -1 )/(y + 1) without loss of accuracy) by ( 7 + l)/o/o2/(y~ 1) (1 -f ' 02),a positive number. I t follows th at (ne any rate) the sonic line is concave to the oncoming flow.
Next consider 6, the direction of motion at any point. Since tan 0 = < j> vl<px = (2y}x + 4y% + ... )/(/" + y% + ...)
it and hence 0 also can be expressed as a series of odd powers of y whose coefficients are finite in any range in which f'0 is never 0 or 1. The first two terms in the series for 6 are e = 2af1 /j-> + y ( 4/ J/ ; -i -2 / 1 / ; / ; -» -f / ? / ; -3)+0 (y*).
(s> Observing th at (5) can be written
it is deduced that the curve
This curve is therefore, like the sonic line, concave (near the axis) to the oncoming flow, but has a radius of curvature at the axis three times as great. Thus it touches the sonic line on the supersonic side. It follows from this that, for velocities just supersonic, the stream function \Jr is a many-valued function of 6 for constant speed; for in particular the value Q = 0 is taken three times, on the axis a metrically placed points on the curve (10). To investigate this relation further use is made of the defining equation for the stream function, 
Po which equals a series of even powers of y with finite coefficients whose first term is (1 -/o2)1/(r-1)/o> deduce th at \ J fi s a series of odd powers of 
where ^4 depends only on y. But \Jr -B^(T-+ 0(8 y and the value of/o at the sonic point. Hence
This exhibits the three-valued nature of xjr (as a function of 6 for constant r I t has a branch-point when dd/di/r = 0, i.e. when 
For such a branch-point we have from (13) and (16) 
which is therefore the approximate equation of the line of branch-points. I t is identical with (7) except in sign, showing that the line of branch-points (where in the hodograph plane ifr0 = co ) touches the sonic line on the superson equal but opposite radius of curvature at the axis.
From these investigations it is now possible to draw (see figure 1 ) the shape of things near the sonic point of the axis; in particular the curves of constant r and 6. On the line of branch-points the directions of constant r and of constant 6 coincide (since ddjdijr -0 for constant r), so the curves of the two systems touch. This illustrated in figure 1. I t is seen th a t the transformation (#,?/)-> (r, 0) is simple on the left and triple on the right, the dividing line coming somewhere between the sonic line and the fine 6 = 0, y + 0 . (This dividing li (t, 6) is the same as a t some point on the line of branch-points the other side of the axis.)
The hodograph transformation in trans-sonic flow. I 
The line of branch-points in the hodograph plane
The corresponding state of affairs in the hodograph plane is investigated. With independent variables t (square of velocity) and 6 (direction of motion) the equations of motion can be written P<f>T = iJr0, = < j> 0,
where P, Q are functions of r only:
2(y-l)r (y + i)r-(y-i)
These 'hodograph equations' are of course linear, as pointed out in § I. Now dfijdr along a streamline is always finite if (as is required) the velocity increases steadily along each streamline. dj>\dx is fr 4*t 4*6 fe ( 20) ( 
21)
Hence, on the line of branch-points where rjre is infinite, the contents of the brackets in (20) are zero and £ 1 /( y + Q r -f r -l ) \jre { vt -2 rV (y -l)(l-r ) ' But yjfTIfro = -{dd/dT)pcomt&nf Choose now (in the physical plane) temporary Cartesian axes with origin at any point on the line of branch-points and #-axis tangent to a line of constant r (and hence also to a line of constant 6). Then ddjdx = drjdx = 0 a t the origin. Suppose dOjdy = a, = b. Then along the line y = mx we have 
a fixed curve in the hodograph plane. (It is, in fact, in the language of the general theory of hyperbolic differential equations, a ' characteristic ' curve for the equation of motion (which is hyperbolic in the supersonic region): it is the characteristic of both 'systems' through the sonic point of the axis.) The shape of the curve is shown in figure 2 (it is cusped at the sonic point). The rough shape of a typical system of streamlines is also shown. Each streamline, though it cuts the line of branch-points in the physical plane (figure 1) must touch it in the hodograph plane since, for constant r, 6 is stationary as a function of tjr on this line. I t is seen th at this line divides (in the hodograph plane) the simple and multiple regions, though quite a different line did so in the physical plane. The correspondence between figures 1 and 2 should be carefully studied.
I t will make for clarity to define explicitly the three branches of \Js (in the multiple region) as follows:
(i) f/r+{r, 6) is the value of x}r on the streamline through (r, 6) which has come up (see figure 2 ) from below the 7-axis and cut the line of branch-points once before reaching the point.
(ii) f~(r, 6) is defined as in (i) with 'above' for 'below'. In fact
(iii) 6) is the value of x}f on the streamline through (r, 6) which has alreadytouched (as well as cut) the line of branch-points before reaching the point.
In the physical plane (figure 1) i/r+ and \jr~ are values taken between the sonic line and the line of branch-points, while ijr0, an odd function of 6, is the value taken on the right of the line of branch-points (and in particular on the axis of the channel). Let (24) be written as 0 -±t where t is a positive function of r satisfying dt/dr = ( P Q ) i .The function W(t, 6) = f + 6) -^°(r, 6 two branches of xjr which separate at the branch-point and so it can be expressed as a series of odd powers of ( t -#)* near coefficients in this series which, though they are not used in what follows, seem worth recording as likely to be of use some day.
The hodograph transformation in trans-
Eliminating < p from equations (18) In writing the equation of motion in this form we follow Professor Temple. If now W(t, 0), which satisfies the equation of motion by its definition, has the series form 00 2 (1-6)n+i gn{t) we have
and hence, equating coefficients of ( t -
29o(t) + S ( t ) 9 o
(0 = °> (30)(31)
(2»+l )[9n(t) + m)9n(t)] = -9'n-l(t)-m9n-l(t)'
The first of these gives
or, since dt/dr = (P # )"*, g0(r) = where 6'0 is arbitrary. Thus
Y(T,6)~(UP{T)IQ{T))Ht-0)t
as a fact of some interest. The (n+ l)th of equations (30) gives
whence, with r as independent variable,
If we put 6r0( r ) = ( P(t)/Q(t) )* and define Gn(r) successively by°n (T) = ^n+ \fr G°^d^ŵ e can deduce from (34)-but omit the details as we do not use the result again- The hodograph transformation in trans-sonic flow. I 331
The stream function as independ en t variable
One more result is required from ' physical plane ' theory. This is that the incipient series (15) for 6 in terms of ijr (r constant) can be continued without encountering coefficients which become infinite near the sonic speed (or anywhere else except perhaps at r = 0). We require in fact the finiteness of constant-To show this we observe th at the functions
are, together with all their derivatives, finite everywhere on the axis (except as x -> -oo), since the Jacobian dTdifr drdr/r d x dy dy dx dx p0 is finite for r > 0. I t has been assumed throughout that the velocity increases steadily on every streamline, and the expansion in series in the physical plane shows that if this is true on the axis it is true at any rate in some region including the axis and other streamlines. In designing a channel it is advisable to start from such an axial velocity distribution and work outwards to a pair of streamlines as far out as possible for which the velocity is still increasing.
Beyond this limit 6 is no longer a single-valued function of ijf, t. The expansion in series whose existence was shown above can therefore no longer converge; and the relation between planes becomes rather more complicated than that illustrated in figures 1 and 2. This region is not studied here, as it must in any case be excluded from our tunnels.
It should be observed that when a pair of streamlines is fixed upon as walls for the tunnel, so that \Jr is bounded, not all the points on the supersonic side of the fine of branch-points are triple. This region is then divided into four by the two bounding streamlines; in one of the four subregions the representation (of physical on hodo-graph plane) is triple, in two of them double, and in one simple. There remains a region further to the right with no representation in the physical plane. This point also is illustrated in figure 2.
5. General 'holograph p l a n e ' theory Equation (25), written in full, becomeŝ
~4
(y -l ) r (y + 1) t -(y -1)
which is used rather than the corresponding equation for (J ) largely because it is simpler. The general solution of (41), regular at r = 0 and odd in , is (as Chaplygin pointed out in his original paper, 1904) 00 r/r(T,0) = A00 + 2 ^4n^n(r) sin 1 (42) where the \[rn are hypergeometric functions: f n(r) = t* n F(an, bn;n + l;r), an
These functions are bounded and continuous in the whole range (0, 1) of values which r can take.
(Of course it can be said immediately, knowing th a t ^ is many-valued, th a t no series (42) can represent it throughout the channel. It is doubtless true th at the channel could be divided into a finite number of sections in each of which some expansion of the form (42) holds, provided th at the second solution of the hyper geometric equation may occur in some of the sections. But this is temporarily neglected.)
On the axis we may write = <fixxT = A (rega sion as the inverse function of the axial velocity distribution t(x)). Hence by (18) 2(y -1)t? (y + l) r -(y -1)
To obtain steadily increasing axial velocity from 0 at x = -00 to (some supersonic value) at x -+00 we must therefore have (on the axis) f 0<0 for 0 < r < --\ ,
Since depends uniquely on the axial velocity distribution, we can deduce (from the arguments following equation (5)) th at given any form for 0 satisfying (45) we can obtain a unique solution of the equations of motion: and (41) shows how this comes about, since it gives, on differentiating 
determines at any rate in the region in which (47) converges. (In the above the suffix ^ = 0 not 6 = 0 has been written because, as was seen in § 2, the former implies the latter but not vice versa.)
If (vMf=o were never infinite the problem could be solved to any desired degree m of accuracy by approximating to (^0)^=0with a finite sum m Aq6 An\Jrn(r) sin n6 would give the correct form for the stream-function. As 1 it is ijf must be divided into three parts (i) a part singular at the sonic speed defined by f^/ ( y +1) (* 1>0);
(ii) a part singular at r = r x defined by < M *-. = ; % (■ K'a >°); (49> and (iii) a part for which (ft 0)^= 0 is bounded and continuous in 0 < m fore approximable by a finite sum A0 + 2 wAn^"(T); the xjr for this part being 1 m A06 + '£AniJfn(T)smn6. 1 Thus if the ^'s can be found corresponding to (48) and (49)-e.g. by a method based on (46) and (47)-the general problem of determining the flow from the axial velocity distribution can be solved to any given degree of approximation.
But before this is accomplished in § § 6 and 7 some further remarks on the above dissection are essential, for ^ is a three-valued function in part of the plane, while the xjf of (iii) is single-valued. It follows that any two functions built up as in (i), (ii) and (iii) with the same K x and K 2 differ by a single-valued function. Thus the W(t, 6) ( § 3) for any two such functions-being the difference'between two branches in each case-must be the same. Now it would be a mistake to draw any general conclusions from this, for these reasons. A general value of (^)^=0, even with the terms (48) and (49) subtracted from it, leads as can be seen from (46) the sonic point of the axis-and this in general means branch-points and many valuedness. For any finite sum as in (iii), however, the term in square brackets in (46) vanishes at the sonic speed and all the derivatives of \js are finite there. Thus it can be seen that however closely we may approximate to (^0)^=0 a finite sum as in (iii)-and approximation to ($0)^=0 means in ef to the acceleration on the axis-the expression t(1 -r )^ [ ( W^J + ( l (50) remains zero at r = (y -1 )/(y + 1), so th at no approach at all is made to its real value there. Thus in particular the second derivative of the acceleration may be given quite incorrectly at the sonic point. If an attem pt were made to approximate simultaneously to all the derivatives of (^0)^=0-as can theoretically be done-one would arrive at a many-valued function in part (iii). But of course from the physical requirements it is quite sufficient to approximate closely to the acceleration without worrying about its derivatives. 00 If one spoke of equating the of (iii) to an infinite series A0+ 2 n^nirnkr)
-instead of approximating to it with a finite sum-one would certainly find in general that the series could not be differentiated twice with respect to r and remain convergent near the sonic speed, else the expression (50) would vanish there whatever function we had started with. The expression approximable by a finite sum in (iii) is therefore preferable, together with the proviso th at it will be satisfactory if the acceleration is approximated without its higher derivative being so. To strike a practical note, the approximation discussed above will be greatly facilitated by the tabulations, in a subsequent part of this work, of a wide range of the f n{r).
Construction of the singular solutions
Two singular solutions of the equation of motion are now constructed, corre sponding to the values (48) and (49) for We write , (y + l)r/(y-1)-1, Vi -(y+ l)ri/(y_ 1) -I; and henceforth assume 1-4, its value for a diatomic gas. The equation (46) recurrence formulae are deduced for the a 's and 6's. In fact if 7)~n is inserted for ^2w-i on the right of (51) we get ) +17
Hence the recurrence formulae for the a 's and 6's are (i) for n > 1,
Actually is non-zero only for 1 < w ^ 3m -f 1 and for l < w^2m + l so that the series in (ii) and (iii) are always finite.
In the ensuing calculations 7 /x is taken as 1. This correspo 4working-section Mach number' of (5/2)1 = 1-58. (This is actually about the maximum Mach number which seems to be obtainable with tunnels of the 4 induced flow' type.) Three tables are needed (i) that produced by fie -V~x (including only s); (ii) and (iii) the am>n' s and 6m>n's produced by f e = ( )_1-(i) is independent of yx and is obtained by applying (55) (n > 1). 7
22-2
The tables for m follows: 336 0 to 3 (so th at the neglected terms in (47) 
= 1 m, yi(Vi~~V)~n from (ii) and (iii).
(57)
The eight functions P(®, P% (m -0, 1, 2,3) and their deriv the Appendix. (The fact that each P{ J vanishes at ?/ = -1 affords a simple check on the accuracy of the above tables.)
is a solution of the hodograph equations for each set of P 's.
Application of the singular solutions m
A linear combination of i/A°\ ^i ) and any finite sum A0d + ' 2lAn\frn(T)smn0 will l represent the flow in a channel with r rising steadily on the axis from 0 to t1s provided th at condition (45) holds. Whatever combination is taken we may write xjr as
(replacing each sine by its series form), where each Qn is 0 (9/-3n~1) as ?/->0. This series can converge only in some region of the form | \ < constant. (Indeed if each Qn is replaced by the part proportional to y-3n~l a series of hypergeometric type convergent for | 62y~z | < 2/15 is obtained.) Such a region is bounded in the physical plane by two curves each symmetrical about the axis, touching at the sonic point and facing in opposite directions. The excluded region contains part of every streamline except the axis. In particular it includes all the region in which the values and of the stream function are taken, since (59) is a one-valued function and must represent ^°(r, 6) when it converges.
How are we to find the relation between \]r, r and 6 when (59) 
The hodograph transformation in trans-sonic flow. I
From the fact that Qn = 0(r)~Zn~x) as ?/->0, we could only deduce tha But we have already shown (in § 4) that Rn -0(1): thus the coefficients of ,-..., +1 in Rn must vanish when calculated, as is in fact found to occur; and the series (60) is convergent for | ^ | < constant, uniformly in t in any range t^ r 0 > 0, in particular near r = (y -l)/(y + 1). Equation (60) is used to deduce the shape of a channel \t]r\ = K, K being chosen small enough to ensure that the number of terms taken (in this case four) represents 6 with sufficient accuracy in the whole range-except possibly near r = 0 where the original series (59) must be used.
To obtain the shape equation (20) is used in the form with independent variables 6^ is easily obtained from (60): for 0T we require the derivatives of the Rn (at any rate in the region in which (59) diverges-elsewhere it may be calculated asfrom (59)): these are most easily found by calculating successively the coefficients of (i) 02n in xjrj1, (ii) 62n+1 in -i J/qx = (iii) ^"2n+1 in 0r, the last named by replacing 6 by (60) in (ii). Finally the co-ordinates of points on the streamline are obtained by'numerically integrating the equation
On the sonic line the Qn are infinite and equations (61) require expressions for the Qn, the values of Rn and R'n being the coefficients of 1 and respectively. If On the line of branch-points 6^ = 0 and the coefficient of in (62) is also zero: the true value is obtained by taking the limit of the expression required along a line t = constant, giving the derivatives in this expression being all obtainable in terms of and R'n. At r = t x, the dy/dr given by (63) contains the ratio of two zeros (sin 6 and Its actual value is given by hydraulic theory since at infinity the flow is uniform. On f = K a t infinity ypp^w = = K ,
80 <67>
Conclusion
Thus it has been shown in detail how the problem of obtaining the channel shape from the axial velocity distribution may be solved. The calculations have been found to be not prohibitively long if four terms in the series are taken, so th at is neglected. The corresponding method based on the ' physical plane ' expansions of § 2 is only practicable if y5 (sive \}rh) is neglected. Finally attention is drawn to the qualitative ideas which ipay find application to other trans-sonic problems. These are the essential relationship between planes embodied in figures 1 and 2; and the idea of doing the main body of the work in the hodograph plane and then finally inverting to obtain results in the regions of non convergence which may occur near the sonic line-the independent variables after inversion being, for example, \Jr, r, but possibly others still.
® )
2 QdT0T + (65)
Appendix
Here the practicality of the foregoing theory is demonstrated by using it to design a channel shape with a given value of (^)^=0, i.e. with a given velocity distribution along the axis.
This velocity distribution must asymptote fairly rapidly a t both ends of the channel. If for example r~a e 6x as x->-o o, then dr/dx^b as r -> 0.
In the same way if
Ti-7 as t->tv 
(This also satisfies conditions (45).) The value 7 was chosen to make the rate at which the velocity asymptotes at the two ends of the channel approximately equal. Further A fs were omitted for the sake of simplicity in a first test o method.
For the ^ of (70) the Qm (see (59)) will have the form
In table 1 the fundamental functions P^Ky Pmiv) a with their derivatives, dividing the range 0 ^ r ^ | into twelve for this purpose. The P 's were obtained from (57) xfr -+ 0-2 are taken as walls; there is every indication that four terms of the series (60) give 6 fairly accurately for this value. This series gives also and 0T in the region in which the R'm{r) have been calculated. Elsewhere it is possible (and quicker) to use the series (59) to obtain \JsT (0 having already been calculated) and then4o get 0T asThe values of dxfdr and dy\dj on \]s -0-2 are now obtai using (65) and (67) in certain special cases. The use of (65) needs slight elaboration. At 36t = 7 in this case 6^ is very small and (62) would be inaccurate. Expression (65) 
